Investigating the effect of cell repopulation on the tumor response to fractionated external radiotherapy.
In this work we study the descriptive power of the main tumor control probability (TCP) models based on the linear quadratic (LQ) mechanism of cell damage with cell recovery. The Poisson, binomial, and a dynamic TCP model, developed recently by Zaider and Minerbo are considered. The Zaider-Minerbo model takes cell repopulation into account. It is shown that the Poisson approximation incorporating cell repopulation is conceptually incorrect. Based on the Zaider-Minerbo model, an expression for the TCP for fractionated treatments with varying intervals between two consecutive fractions and with cell survival probability that changes from fraction to fraction is derived. The models are fitted to an experimental data set consisting of dose response curves that correspond to different fractionation regimes. The binomial TCP model based on the LQ mechanism of cell damage solely was unable to fit the fractionated response data. It was found that the Zaider-Minerbo model, which takes tumor cell repopulation into account, best fits the data.